
SCAFE RD. & WREN PL.Design Rationale
Located near the corner of Scafe Road and Strathmore Road, and 
backing onto Wren Place, this development provides high-quality 
residential accommodation, complete with dedicated outdoor 
amenity space as well as a communal rooftop patio.

The building is oriented towards Scafe Road, with a series of stone-
clad active streetfront dwelling units that reach out along the curve of 
the street, establishing an active streetfront and reinforcing the 
residential character of the neighbourhood. A dark brick clad volume 
floats over the streetfront units, set back from the street to respect 
the residential scale and rhythm.

Parking for the building is split between at-grade parking, which has 
been tucked away at the rear of the site, and one level of below-grade 
parking. Entry to the parking area is provided off of Wren Place in 
order to preserve the pedestrian character of Scafe Road. The ground 
floor parking area is surrounded by landscaping, and accommodation 
has also been made for the 'Porcher Park Pathway' which connects to 
existing pedestrian trails in the area and helps enhance the public 
realm. Further outdoor space is provided in a ground level outdoor 
amenity area, as well as a rooftop patio space for residents.

The massing of the building has been composed to balance the visual 
scale of the building and help it blend into its surroundings. Balconies 
(1 per unit) are typically recessed to subdivide the building massing 
and articulate the facade. By pushing the streetfront units out along 
Scafe Road, the building creates layers of activity along the sidewalk, 
rooftop patios and balconies beyond, which help animate the 
neighbourhood streetscape.

The material palette is focused on high quality materials in natural 
earth tones, and is intended to compliment the buildings residential 
surroundings. The streetfront units are clad in light coloured stone 
and separated by wood slat walls, providing privacy, shade and a 
potential area for foliage to grow. The dark brick volume beyond is 
punctuated with wood lined balcony alcoves, providing warmth and 
softening the buildings presence on the street. Brick and stone have 
been selected not only for their timeless appearance, but also their 
durability, particularly in the local climate. Small elements of colour
have also been introduced in the balcony openings and the active 
streetfront unit doors, both as a wayfinding device and a way to 
animate the building facade. The rear volume of the building will be 
clad in high-quality white/grey composite cladding, and accented with 
wood and coloured elements. The materials are intended to 
complement each other to create a balanced, harmonious 
composition.

View of Active Streetfront Units Aerial View Along Scafe Road

Front View of Stepped Façades A New Pathway to Porcher Park 



SCAFE RD. & WREN PL.

SITE LOCATION Addresses: 2786, 2792, 2798 Scafe Rd. & 821, 825 Wren Pl.







• Captivating building design 
that includes Natural Brick 
and other high-quality 
building materials

• An Interactive and Garden 
Landscape Oriented street 
level

• Blending Complementary 
colours in darker and lighter 
contrasts with smooth, 
polished, flat and textured  
finishes

• Pedestrian Pathway from Scafe Rd. through to Porcher Park

• Facades with Depth and Articulating Steps

• Contemporary Design featuring classic materials at street 
level providing a timeless look to the building

• Large Balconies creating frontage depth

• A Large Open Entry and Lobby with 
Frontage Entry Townhouse Units including 
Frontage Yards that promote an Active 
Street Frontage



CITY CENTRE 
• Virtuoso Volare is situated in the City Centre and 

designed to compliment the current mixed residential 
and employment centre uses that supports a wide 
range of employment supported by close proximity 
medium and high density housing, including Condo, 
Attainable and Rental housing, in conjunction with 
commercial, office and institutional uses;

• Located in the area of inter-city connection through a 
regional transportation network and transportation 
hubs; 

• A place where a wide range of public squares, parks, 
and open spaces are integrated throughout, including 
the new Pathway from Scafe Rd. through to Porcher
Park contributed by Virtuoso Volare; 

• A place of community gathering and celebration where 
civic uses are integrated with residential and public 
buildings as key landmarks; 

• A place of interactive and animated streetscapes where 
public and private Garden Spaces and Art are 
employed to celebrate local culture and natural history.



Porcher Park Pathway
One of the goals of the project is the enhancement of the public space 
around the building. A key
strategy for achieving this goal is the creation of the "Porcher Park 
Pathway" which will not only provide
additional walking paths in the neighbourhood, it will also provide a 
pedestrian connection to Porcher Park
from Scafe Road, rather than through Wren Place.
The Porcher Park Pathway will be a pedestrian-only gravel path lined with 
local trees and vegetation. The
use of local "performance plantings" will help create a micro-climate to 
support local birds and insects.
The use of native plant species also reduces the amount of additional care 
and resources required to
maintain the landscaping, as they are already ideally suited to the 
environment.

Welcome Sign to Porcher Park Pathway

View of Prcher Park Pathway from Wren Place

View Along Pathway Looking South

Arial View of Porcher Park Pathway

View of Porcher Park Pathway from Scafe Rd.







Rooftop Amenities include:
• Large Resident Patio Area
• Pergola Lounge Area
• Garden Planters



View of Porcher Park Pathway and Virtuoso Volare from Scafe Rd.





View of Porcher Park Pathway along the West Property Line



Maximized Street Frontage Parking
Villa Virtuoso has Maximized Street Front parking on Scafe Rd. to 
relieve local Parking Constraints.   
5 Street front parking stalls are provided







Scafe Rd. Frontage Parking



Active Street Front and Greenscapes along Scafe Rd.



Scafe Rd. Frontage Parking



View of  Townhomes along Scafe Rd.
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View of Active Streetfront Units Aerial View Along Scafe Road

Front View Entry to Porcher Park Pathway
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